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The Air Force Armament Laboratory (AFATL) has developed
an antiaircraft artillery (AAA) simulation computer program
called POOl which is the present standard program for con-
ducting survivability assessments of aircraft in a hostile
AAA environment. POOl is used throughout the aircraft industry
and is the aircraft attrition program required by the Depart-
ment of the Navy MI L- STANDARD- 2 07 2 (AS) , SURVIVABILITY, AIR-
CRAFT; ESTABLISHMENT AND CONDUCT OF PROGRAMS FOR, August 1977.
Briefly, POOl computes the probability of kill of a target
aircraft flying a user- input flight path, as a result of its
being fired upon by user-selected antiaircraft artillery
located at user-input locations. The technique used by POOl
to accomplish this task involves:
- Computation of an aim point with consideration of the
errors that can arise therein.
- Simulation of the firing process and the sources of
error in the firing process.
- Combination of all the effects of random error into one
total projectile trajectory distribution.
- Location of the user- input vulnerable area of the air-
craft within the total trajectory distribution.
- Computation of the probability of kill.
POOl has been used in NPS Course AE 3251, Aircraft Combat
Survivability, to illustrate the interaction of the various

elements that comprise the aircraft combat survivability
problem in a hostile AAA environment. The scenario consists
of a typical Naval aircraft on an attack mission. The air-
craft's target is the bridge shown in Fig. 1. The student
must select a flight path to the target and also the location
of the defending AAA. POOl is used to determine the proba-
bility of survival of the aircraft.
Use of POOl as an educational tool in aircraft combat
survivability studies is very effective since it requires a
knowledge of the techniques for calculating aircraft vulner-
able areas, as well as the basics of the interaction between
the threat, the environment and the target aircraft. Some
of the interaction parameters include aircraft vulnerable
area, speed, altitude, location and aspect angle with respect
to the threat, and aircraft maneuver characteristics; the
effect of terrain, target altitude and range on projectile
performance; and the antiaircraft artillery threat envelope.
The input to POOl requires many time consuming, tedious
computations and a significant amount of keypunching, a use
of time that does not profitably contribute to the aircraft
combat survivability learning experience. In addition, the
realism of the input data has a significant effect on the
validity of the result and, up to now, it has not been
possible to evaluate input data accuracy. Consequently, a
preprocessor computer program that would significantly reduce
the time required for a student to prepare the input data,
as well as provide an indication as to the realism of the












While the preprocessor program was being developed for
POOl, a version of POOl that was significantly modified by
Calspan was obtained from the Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory. This improved version of POOl is capable of
including the effects of self-contained airborne electronic
countermeasures (ECM) on the acquisition/tracking process, of
detection system anti-jam capabilities, and of radar beam
multipath characteristics. The output of POOl was also
expanded. The improved POOl was written for a Control Data
Corporation computer system.
The problem solved by this thesis effort is two-fold:
- The adaptation of the improved POOl to the NPS IBM 360/65
- The development of a POOl input program (PIP) to reduce
student time required to prepare the input data required by
POOl and to provide an indication of the realism of the input
data.
The main body of this thesis describes the adaptation of
the improved POOl to the IBM 360/65 and the details of the
development of PIP. Appendix A contains a complete package
for a problem in aircraft attrition to be used in AE 3251.
The following sources were heavily relied upon for infor-
mation throughout the entire thesis development process:
- Antiaircraft Artillery Simulation Computer Program -
AFATL Program POOl Vol. I User Manual, Air Force Armament
Laboratory, Eglin AFB , Florida (Joint Aircraft Attrition
Program Advanced Planning Group, September 1973).
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— Antiaircraft Artillery Simulation Computer Program —
Program POOl Program Update, Joint Technical Coordinating
Group for Aircraft Survivability (Survivability Assessment
Subgroup, April 1976).
— M. E. Ramaccia, ATS Working Paper No. 9, Calspan Modi-
fication to Antiaircraft Artillery Simulation, AFATL Program
POOl (Calspan Corporation, Buffalo, New York, 11 August 1977)
— G. Gary Maxwell, The Development of Class Problems for
a Course in Aircraft Combat Survivability (Naval Postgraduate




A. ADAPTATION OF THE IMPROVED POOl TO THE NPS IBM 360/65
The adaptation of POOl from a CDC computer to the NPS IBM
computer involved several hundred computer-unique alterations;
that is, changes that had to be made due to the inherent dif-
ferences between the CDC and IBM computer systems. These
changes involved:
- Elimination of the FTNBIN, SECOND, TIMREM and DATE sub-
routines contained in the CDC system, but not available on
the IBM 360 system.
- Substitution of the IBM "REREAD" command for the CDC
"DECODE" function.
— Substitution of the IBM "A4" format field descriptor
for the CDC "AlO" descriptor.
— Substitution of the IBM "'" format delimiter for the
CDC "*" delimiter.
— Substitution of IBM-NPS job control language (JCL) cards
to accomplish the required input, output, tape usage and core
size requirements.
- Extensive reconstruction of the POOl main program by
creating the subroutine TOOBIG using the input, output and
exits sections of the POOl main program. This permitted a
scalar map size small enough for the IBM system to compile




B. DEVELOPMENT OF A PREPROCESSOR FOR POOl (PIP)
In the early stages of AE 3251 it is not desirable for
the student to become heavily involved in the many and various
facets and options of the POOl program. For this reason, a
simple preprocessor computer program to POOl that will provide
punched cards for all of the input in the proper format,
requiring only a minimum of student involvement, has been
developed. For example, the Calspan-modified POOl program
requires an input of 196 cards with over 1,400 entries and
860 calculations for a 50 milestone flight scenario involving
7 ground weapons of 4 threat classes. On the other hand, PIP
requires an input of 59 cards with 160 entries and no calcu-
lations for the same 50 milestone flight scenario and auto-
matically punches the output that fulfills all POOl input
requirements in the proper format and order. This signifi-
cantly reduces the student involvement in the input process.
PIP requires only that the student provide the X, Y and
Z coordinates of each of the aircraft flight path milestones
as input data, avoiding the many tedious calculations required
by full POOl input. In addition, the preprocessor checks the
flight path to determine if it exceeds any aircraft performance
limits or scenario guidelines. The aircraft built into PIP
has performance characteristics approximating those of the
A-7 Corsair. The cruise velocity, climb/dive schedules,
acceleration/deceleration schedules, dirty/clean velocity
limitations, stall velocity and "G" loading limitation values
are only representative quantities and are not intended to
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accurately describe the performance characteristics of an
actual A-7 since the intent of PIP is only to provide repre-
sentative flight characteristics that demonstrate the
principles of aircraft combat survivability in an AAA scenario
C. FLIGHT PATH PREPROCESSING
1. FORTRAN Distance Equations
The three cartesian milestone distance components,
DX, DY and DZ, are calculated in PIP by taking the difference
between the X, Y and Z components of adjacent milestone loca-
tions.
Milestone distance component FORTRAN equations:
DX = X(I+1) - X(I)
DY = Y(I+1) - Y(I)
DZ = Z(I+1) - Z(I)
where
,
I = ith milestone
X = milestone x-coordinate location
Y = milestone y-coordinate location
Z = milestone z-coordinate location
DX = milestone x-coordinate distance difference
DY = milestone y-coordinate distance difference
DZ = milestone z-coordinate distance difference.
2. Milestone Distance Equations
The distance between successive milestones is the








DIST = SQRT(DX2 + DY2 + DZ2)
where,
DIST = milestone distance
3. Heading and Climb Angle Equations
The aircraft heading and climb angle between milestones
are calculated in PIP using standard geometrical considerations
based on the relative locations of the X, Y and Z coordinates
of adjacent flight path milestones.
Aircraft heading FORTRAN equation:
HDG(I+1) = ATAN2(DY,DX)
where,
HDG = aircraft heading
Aircraft climb angle FORTRAN equation:
CA(I) = ATAN2(DZ,SQRT(DX2 + DY2))
where,
CA = aircraft climb angle
4. Aircraft Speed Equations
The aircraft is assigned a cruise speed of between
206 and 257 meters per second (400 and 500 knots, respectively)
at milestone 1 by the user. Aircraft speed at successive lo-
cations is calculated based on the altitude change between
milestones, since an increase/decrease in altitude decreases/
increases aircraft speed proportionately, and from a schedule
15

based on the present aircraft speed as compared with the
initially assigned cruise speed. If the aircraft speed is
found to be less/more than the assigned cruise speed, a slow
acceleration/ deceleration to the assigned cruise speed is
assumed. The X, Y and Z components of the velocity at each
milestone are then calculated based on the heading and climb
angle at the milestone.
"o
Aircraft velocity FORTRAN equations:
VEL(l) = CVEL
VEL(I+1) = VEL(I) - TAN(CA(I))*DIST/100
+ (CVEL - VEL(I))*( DIST/VEL(I))/30
VAVG = (VEL(I) + VELCI+l))/2
where,
CVEL = aircraft cruise speed
VEL = aircraft velocity
VAVG = average aircraft velocity






XYVEL = horizontal velocity component
XDOT = x-coordinate velocity component
YDOT = y- coordinate velocity component
ZDOT = z-coordinate velocity component.
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5. Flight Time Equations
The time interval between flight path milestones is
calculated by dividing the distance between the milestones
by the average velocity between the milestones. The individual
milestone time intervals are summed to provide the total time
for the scenario.
Flight time FORTRAN equations:
T(I+1) = T(I) + DIST/VAVG
DTCI) = T(I) - T(I-l)
where,
T = flight time (cumulative)
DT= flight time between milestones (I) and (I+l)
6. Turn Rate, Roll Angle, "G" Loading
The turn rate required between milestones is calcu-"
lated from the heading change and the time interval between
the milestones. This turn rate and the aircraft speed are
used to calculate the "G" loading on the aircraft caused by
the turn. The roll angle required for a level turn is cal-
culated from the turn rate and the aircraft speed.
Turn angle FORTRAN equation:
TNANG - HDG(I+1) - HDG(I)
where,
TNANG = milestone turn angle.
Turn rate FORTRAN equation:
TNRT(I) = TNANG/ DT (I)
where
,
TNRT = milestone turn rate.
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Roll angle FORTRAN equation:
RA(I) = ATAN(TNRT(I)*VAVG/9.81)
where,
RA = milestone aircraft roll angle.
"G" loading FORTRAN equations:
ABSRT(I) = ABS(TNRT(I))
G(I) = SQRT(ABSRT(I)**2*VEL(I)**2/9. 81**2 + 1)
where,
ABSRT = absolute value of turn rate
G = "G" loading
7
.
pool Stored Time Increments
The equal time increments between successive "POOl
stored" positions along the flight path (not milestones) is
equal to the total scenario flight time (T) divided by 1000.
This time increment is required in the POOl input data card
02.
8 Probability of Kill Accumulation Periods
The total scenario flight time (T) is divided into
ten equal time segments in which the probability of kill will
be computed for each segment. These ten increments are
required on POOl input card 06.
The values computed above are printed and punched on cards
that can be used as part of the POOl input data. All data are
punched in the specified order to be input to the POOl program,
18

D. AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE LIMITATIONS,
FLIGHT PATH REQUIREMENTS AND ERROR MESSAGES
PIP provides several checks on the performance require-
ments of the aircraft as it traverses the user- input flight
path. It also checks the bombing run portion of the flight
path to see if it satisfies the requirements for successful
bomb drop. These checks are as follows:
1. Cruise Speed
The aircraft cruise speed is initially input by the
user at a value between 206 and 257 meters per second and is
changed as dictated by altitude changes and the acceleration/
deceleration schedule presented in II. C. If the aircraft is
assigned a cruise speed outside of the range from 206 to 257
meters per second,. the following cruise speed error message
is generated:
Error message: "CRUISE SPEED IS METERS PER
SECOND WHICH IS NOT WITHIN THE GIVEN LIMITS OF BETWEEN 206
AND 257 METERS PER SECOND."
2. Stall Speed
If the aircraft speed falls below 90 meters per second
(175 knots) , the following stall error message, is generated,
identifying the error, the milestone and the velocity value
causing the error message:
Error message: "MILESTONE VELOCITY IS METERS
PER SECOND. STALL OCCURS AT 90 METERS PER SECOND. DECREASE




Prior to the bomb release point, the aircraft is "drag
limited" to 260 meters per second (500 knots). After ordnance
release, the drag limitation eases to permit a speed of 310
meters per second (600 knots)
.
4. "G" Loading
If the maximum "G" loading of 6 is exceeded, the fol-
lowing turn rate error message is generated, identifying the
error, the milestone, the "G" loading and turn rate that
caused the error message and denoting the corrective turn
angle which will eliminate the error:
Error message: "MILESTONE TURN RESULTS IN A TURN
RATE OF DEGREES PER SECOND WHICH RESULTS IN A G LOADING
OF WHICH IS IN EXCESS OF THE 6 G MAX LOADING. DECREASE




If the aircraft descends to an altitude less than 61
meters prior to bomb release, the following error message is
generated identifying the error, the milestone and the mile-
stone altitude that caused the error:
Error message: "ALTITUDE AT MILESTONE IS
METERS WHICH IS BELOW THE MIN ALT OF 61 METERS."
6. Maximum Altitude
If the aircraft attains an altitude greater than 457
meters prior to the "pop-up" maneuver, the following error
message is generated identifying the error, the milestone and
the milestone altitude that caused the error:
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Error message: "ALTITUDE AT MILESTONE IS
METERS WHICH IS ABOVE THE MAX ALT PRIOR TO POP UP OF 45 7
METERS."
7. Overall Maximum Altitude
If, at any time, the aircraft exceeds the overall
maximum altitude of 2134 meters, the following error message
is generated identifying the error, the milestone and the
milestone altitude that caused the error:
Error message: "ALTITUDE AT MILESTONE IS
METERS WHICH IS ABOVE THE MAX ALT OF 2134 METERS."
8. Minimum "pop up" Altitude
If, during the "pop up" maneuver, the aircraft fails
to attain a minimum altitude of 1219 meters, the following
error message is generated identifying the error and the
altitude attained during the "pop up" maneuver:
Error message: "MAX ALTITUDE DURING POP UP WAS





If the aircraft heading at the time of bomb release
is greater than 5 degrees from the true heading to the target,
the following error message is generated identifying the error,
the aircraft heading and the true heading to the target at the
time of bomb release:
Error message: "THE AIRCRAFT HEADING INTO THE BOMB
RELEASE POINT IS . THE HEADING TO THE TARGET IS
21

THE HEADING DIFFERENCE IS WHICH IS GREATER THAN THE
5 DEGREE MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE LIMIT."
10. Target Acquisition Time
If the aircraft does not hold a heading of less than
5 degrees from the true heading to the target for a time period
of at least 2 seconds on the leg immediately prior to the bomb
release point, the following error message is generated iden-
tifying the error and the time duration of the leg that caused
the error:
Error message: "THE LENGTH OF THE LEG IMMEDIATELY
PRIOR TO THE BOMB RELEASE POINT IS SECONDS IN DURATION
IVHICH IS LESS THAN THE MINIMUM OF 2 SECONDS."
11. Bomb Release Altitude
If the ordnance is released outside of an altitude
envelope of from 305 to 914 meters, the following error message
is generated identifying the error and the altitude at bomb
release:
Error message: "THE BOMB RELEASE ALTITUDE IS
METERS IVHICH IS NOT IN THE BOMB RELEASE ALTITUDE RANGE OF
BETWEEN 30 5 TO 914 METERS."
12. Bomb Release Range
If the ordnance is released at a distance greater than
1000 meters from the target, the following error message is
generated identifying the error and the distance from the
target at the time of bomb release:
Error message: "THE BOMB WAS RELEASED AT A DISTANCE
OF METERS FROM THE TARGET WHICH IS IN EXCESS OF THE 1000
METER MAXIMUM BOMB RELEASE RANGE."
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13. Gun Location Input Error
If the option is chosen to input the gun locations,
but no gun location information is part of the input data or
not all of the gun locations are specified, the following
error message is generated identifying the error. Program
execution terminates after the error message is printed.
Error message: "GUN EMPLACEMENT DATA WAS SPECIFIED
AS PART OF THE INPUT DATA; HOWEVER, EITHER NO GUN EMPLACEMENT
DATA IS PART OF THE INPUT OR ALL SIX GUN LOCATIONS WERE NOT
SPECIFIED. EXECUTION TERMINATES."
14. Anti-jam Error
If the anti-jam option is specified, but no jammer is
in operation, the following error message will be generated
and the anti-jam function will be "turned off":
Error message: "THE ANTI-JAM FUNCTION IS SPECIFIED;
HOWEVER, THE JAM FUNCTION IS NOT SPECIFIED. THE ANTI-JAM
FEATURE HAS BEEN TURNED OFF."
15. Type 5 Gun Range Error
If a type 3 weapon is located within 3,000 meters of
the center of the bridge, the following error message will be
generated, identifying the error, the position of the gun that
caused the error and the actual distance from the target of
the gun:
Error message: "GUN TYPE 3 LOCATED AT X: Y:
IS METERS FROM THE TARGET WHICH IS LESS THAN THE MINIMUM





Zero Power Jammer Error
If the jamming function has been specified, but the
jammer has been assigned a power of zero, the jammer function
is "turned off" and the following error message is generated,
icentifying the error and the fact that the jammer has been
"turned off":
Error message: "THE JAM FUNCTION IS SPECIFIED, BUT
THE JAMMER POWER IS SPECIFIED AS ZERO. THE JAM FUNCTION HAS
BEEN TURNED OFF."
17 Maximum Power Jammer Error
If the jammer has been assigned a power greater than
1000 watts, the following error message is generated, identi-
fying the error. The jammer power will then be limited to
1000 watts.
Error message: "THE SPECIFIED JAMMER POWER IS GREATER
THAN 1000 WATTS AND HAS BEEN LIMITED TO 1000 WATTS."
E. PROGRAM OPTIONS
PIP provides the following electronic warfare options:
1. Jamming Option
An airborne jammer aboard the target aircraft is
utilized to degrade radar acquisition/tracking capabilities.
2. Anti-jam Option
Ground weapons that have an anti-jam capability use it




The performance of all radar units which are suscep-
tible to multipath effects is appropriately degraded.
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PIP also provides for any combination of the following
input/output options:
4. List the POOl Input Deck
A complete listing of all required cards for input to
the POOl program is provided. The green "JOB" card and the
orange final "EOF" card are not part of this listing. These
two cards are the only cards that must be provided by the
student to run the POOl program with the PIP output.
5. Punch the POOl Input Deck
A complete punched input deck in the proper format
and order to run POOl is provided by this option. Again, no
"JOB" or "EOF" card is provided.
6. Plot the POOl Scenario
A plot of the basic geographical features of the
scenario, the aircraft flight path and milestone locations,
the bomb release point, the gun emplacement locations and the
threat radius for each weapon (coded as to weapon type) are
provided by this option. Fig. 2 shows a typical PIP scenario
plot.
7. Extended Printout Option
An extended printout of the results of the POOl




The locations of six of the seven guns in the scenario

















In all cases, messages are generated specifying which
options were or were not chosen for each execution of PIP.
F. PIP INPUT DATA DEFAULT VALUES
In order to significantly reduce student involvement in
the POOl input process, PIP assigns predetermined values to
many of the options available under the full POOl input.
These default values, over which the student has little or no
control, were chosen to provide values that are representative
of the typical attack situation simulated by the class problem
scenario. The following is a list of these default values as
they pertain to each POOl input card:
01 Card : Output Header Information
The output header information is assigned "Aircraft Combat
Survivability Scenario" by PIP.
02 Card : Initial Flight Path Data
JMODE = 0: The milestone data are read from cards for one
milestone at a time.
KMODE = 12: Flight path stored position data will be
printed at every 12th position along the flight path.
TMIN = 0: The time at the beginning of the flight path
is assigned a value of zero.
TMAX: The time at the end of the flight path is computed
by PIP.
DTFPA: The time increment between successive stored posi-
tions along the flight path is calculated by PIP as TMAX/1000.
27

XR, YR = 0: An X, y reference location in the Flight
Path Coordinate System. XR and YR are coordinates in the
Flight Path Coordinate System of the point located at XT, YT
and ZT in the General Reference Coordinate System, as shown
in Fig. 3.
XT, YT = : The x, y coordinates in the General Reference
Coordinate System of the point located at XR, YR in the Flight
Path Coordinate System, as shown in Fig. 3.
PSI = 0: The rotational angle required to rotate the
Flight Path Coordinate System into the General Reference
Coordinate System (positive for counter-clockwise rotation)
.
ZT = 0: Vertical correction factor to be added to each
point of the flight path, as shown in Fig. 3.
2A Card : Flight Path Milestone Input
All data on Card 2A is calculated by PIP based on the
cruise speed and milestone coordinates provided by student
input
.
03 Card : Ground Weapon Complex Coordinates
If the preset weapon location option is chosen, the seven
ground weapons used in the class scenario are assigned in the
following locations by PIP:
Setting XR, YR, XT, YT, ZT and PSI equal to zero results
in the coincidence of the Flight Path Coordinate System and
















FlRure 3 Relationship of the Heneral Reference
and Flight Path Coordinate Systems
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Gun XGUN YGUN ZGUN
1 14,800 9,000 40
2 16,200 8,200 40
3 13,600 7,200 20
4 13,400 8,000 20
5 11,300 9,700 50
6 15,600 10,900 90
7 12,800 7,500 20
where XGUN, YGUN and ZGUN are as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 2
shows the weapon locations.
If the preset weapon location option is not chosen, all
values on Card 03 are assigned by student input.
04 Card : Ground Weapon Characteristics
Each ground weapon is defined by six parameters. These
parameters are:
IGT: Ground weapon type.
lEM: Fire control operation mode.
ICB: Number of barrels of the ground weapon to be fired
in a simultaneous manner, where ICB x ISB is the number of
barrels per weapon.
IGL: Number of ground weapons located in the ground
weapon complex. (ICB x ISB x IGL is the number of barrels
at one location.)
CIRCLE: Radius of the circle of the ground weapon complex




The default values selected for the six parameters for
























































05 Card : Ground Weapon Complex Density Factors
IF5 = 0: Ground weapon complex density factors are not
printed.
NRHOS = 1: The number of ground weapon density factors
equals one.
RHO(l) = 1.0; RH0(2) through RH0(9) = 0.0: Generally,
RHO = (number of possible ground weapon complexes in the
engagement divided by the number of possible ground weapon
complex locations in the scenario) .
06 Card : Flight Path P, Accrual Time Intervals (P, = proba-
bility of kill)
IF6 = 1: Flight path P, accrual time intervals are
printed.
NTINTS = 9: One less than the total number of flight
path time intervals to be considered. POOl adds one additional
time interval for Pi^'s accumulated from NTINTS to infinity.
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TINTER(l) through TINTER(9) : TINTER values are assigned
by PIP. Each TINTER is an increment representing 1/lOth of
the total flight path time.
07 Card : Aircraft Vulnerable Area Table Title
ICARD = a. "Vulnerable Area Table vs Type 1 and 2 Weapons",
b. "Vulnerable Area Table vs Type 3 Weapons",
c. "Vulnerable Area Table vs Type 5 Weapons"
7A Card : Aircraft Vulnerable Area Tables
The values assigned by PIP to the three aircraft vulnerable
area tables representing the three senario threat classes are
given in Tables I, II and III respectively.
08 Card : Ground Weapon Reaction and Tracking Times
Card 08 is omitted by PIP. Values are assigned within
POOL
09 Card : Ground Weapon Parameters
Card 09 is omitted by PIP. Values are assigned within
POOL
9A Card : Ground Weapon Parameters
Card 9A is omitted by PIP. Values are assigned within
POOL
10 Card : Ground Weapon Projectile Parameters
Card 10 is omitted by PIP. Values are assigned within
POOL
11 Card : Logical Unit Input Option
Card 11 is omitted by PIP. Logical Unit 5 is assigned
for input within POOL
32
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15 Card : Radar Multipath Parameters
IMUL: Assigned by the user on the PIP option card. If
IMUL = 0, no multipath effects are considered. If IMUL = 1,
multipath radar effects are taken into consideration in the
POOl analysis.
IRMP: Radar type identification assigned by PIP, speci-
fying the tracking radar. The value of IRMP indicates appro-
priate radar parameters within POOl. The value of IRECM,
assigned by PIP on Card 14, dictates the value of IRMP. The
radar parameters and the relationship between IRMP and IRECM
are as follows:
Beamwidth Squint Calibration
IRECM IRMP (deg) Angle (deg) Constant
Gun 6: 11 1.4 0.5 0.759
Gun 7:2,3 2 1.8 0.6 1.0 60
Multipath radar effects do not apply to guns 1 through 5.
REFC = 0.35: Reflection coefficient. 0.35 is a typical
value for terrain with vegetation.
14 Card : ECM (Jamming) Parameters
IJAM: Assigned by the user on the PIP option card. =
no jamming. 1 = jamming effects considered in POOl analysis.
IP = 5: Print every 5th value in J/S printout.
IJ = 0. Therefore, GAINJ is the antenna gain of the jammer
GAINJ = 1.0: The antenna gain of the jammer is 1.0.




PLEN = l.OE-06: The length of the jammer cover pulse is
1 microsecond, a standard value.
IX = 1: A radar cross section table is provided by PIP.
(Table IV)
.
XSEC = 0: XSEC is not used i£ IX = 1. If used (IX = 0),
2
a constant cross section of XSEC m is used.
CALX = 1: The radar cross section table is not scaled.
IRECM: The value of IRECM defaulted by PIP depends upon
the gun type and mode. IRECM calls up certain radar parameters
from a data statement within POOL IRECM values and the rela-
tionship with the gun type and mode are as follows:
Gun Type Mode Radar ID Gain Power Frequency
(IGT) (lEM) (IRECM) (RGDB) (PRW) (FREQ)
1 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A
2 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A
3 3,4 1 40.0 dB 150,000 15.1E9
5 3 2 (no AJ) 38.5 dB 175,000 9.38E9
5 3 3 (AJ) 38.5 dB 175,000 9.38E9
SJTMAX: Assigned by PIP as indicated above. SJTMAX is
the threshold where tracking errors become significant.
RGDB, PRW, FREQ: Assigned within POOL
12 Card : Print Options for Output
IPRINT(l) through IPRINT(7): If the extended output
option is chosen by the user on the PIP option card, IPRINT(l)
through IPRINT(7) = 1 and an extended printout of the result
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option is not chosen, IPRINT(l) through IPRINT(7) = and a
summary of the POOl analysis is printed as output from POOl,
39

III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The use of the POOl Input Program (PIP) to provide all
required input to POOl greatly reduces the student involvement
in the aircraft combat survivability scenario computer input
procedure, freeing him from time consuming, tedious computa-
tions and keypunching which do not contribute profitably to
the aircraft combat survivability learning experience. In
addition, PIP provides an indication as to the realism of the
input data, thus contributing to the validity of the result
of the POOl analysis.
Introduction of the Calspan Improved POOl Computer Program
into aircraft combat survivability studies provides the class
problem in survivability assessment with ECM (jamming), ECCM
(anti-jam) and radar multipath features which are realistic
parameters to be considered in any current aircraft combat
survivability situation.
As developed, the PIP target aircraft performance param-
eters are those of a "typical" Navy attack aircraft, having
flight characteristics that are realistic, but which can not
be used to describe the performance of any specific aircraft.
As a future project, specific aircraft flight performance
parameters and equations could be added to PIP in the form of
a flight path generator program to give the input program the
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This aircraft attrition study is designed to present the
student with an opportunity to see first hand how the surviv-
ability of an aircraft can be evaluated in a given combat
scenario. The methods employed in this study are those used
by both industry and government when making crucial decisions
in the survivability design of an aircraft weapon system. In
this study, a computer program named POOl (AFATL Antiaircraft
Artillery Simulation Computer Program) will be used to (1)
simulate the flight of a typical Naval attack aircraft through
a hostile antiaircraft artillery (AAA) environment and (2)
compute the aircraft probability of survival.
Section II describes all of the steps necessary to complete
this study. Note the flow of the survivability assessment
process from a physical description of the aircraft to a deter-
mination of its capabilities to withstand certain threat levels
(i.e., its vulnerability), to a scenario in which both offen-
sive and defensive strategies must be employed, to the final
phase of simulating flight through the hostile environment
and computing probabilities of survival using a modern, state-
of-the-art computer program.
The Navy specifies the use of POOl in all non-nuclear
survivability assessments in MI L- STANDARD- 2 07 2 (AS) , SURVIV-




The student should develop a good appreciation for the
magnitude of the survivability problem by keeping the above
survivability assessment process in mind when working each




A. You are going to conduct a survivability assessment of a
familiar Naval aircraft, shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , on a
typical attack mission to destroy the bridge shown in
Fig. 3.
B. The class will be divided into groups of four, with two
members in each group on the blue team and two members
on the red team.
C. Each team will independently determine the vulnerable
areas of the aircraft to the specified threat in the six
major views.
D. Each team will use POOl to determine the survivability of
the aircraft in the class problem scenario, as follows:
1. Each team will select a flight path to the bridge
according to the rules of the scenario given in
Section IV. Keep this path a secret.
2. Each team will also select the locations of six AAA
emplacements that will defend the bridge against an
air attack. Locate the weapons according to the order
of battle given in Section IV. Keep these locations
secret, also.
3. Each team will conduct an attack against the other
team in the group.
4. The input data cards for the computer run for the blue
team attacking the bridge defended by the red team
46

will consist of the flight path of the blue aircraft
flying through the AAA emplacements selected by the
red team.
5. The input data cards for the computer run for the
red team against the blue team will consist of the
flight path of the red aircraft flying through the
AAA emplacements selected by the blue team.
E. May the best team win. A small prize will be awarded to
the team whose aircraft has the highest probability of
survival against their opponent's weapon distribution.
F. Additional runs will be made against a preset AAA distri-
bution to investigate the effects of ECM, ECCM, jinking,











































































III. VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTION
A. GENERAL METHODOLOGY
The six general requirements for a vulnerability assess-
ment are discussed in detail in Chapter IV of the class text.
The following data are given in support of this assessment
procedure:
1. Kill Category = "A" Kill
2. Technical Description of the Aircraft - Figs. 1 and 2
3. Critical Components - Pilot, engine and fuel tanks.
a. Each of these singly vulnerable components will
make a contribution to Ap
.
, the total presented area of the
aircraft.
b. The total presented area is assumed to be a "shoe
box" centered around the aircraft center of gravity.
4. Damage Analysis - Determination of Pt^/u for each of
the components will be discussed in class due to the classi-
fied nature of the material.
5. Threat Types - To be discussed in class; Types I, II,
III and V threats will be used in the scenario.
6. Determine Vulnerable Area - Use the equation:
V i P-L K/H^




The vulnerability assessment may now be completed in the
following manner:
1. Measure the presented area of each critical component
of the aircraft shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for the top/bottom,
front/rear and left/right aspects and record in Table I.
2. Calculate the A^ for each component using the given
i
^K/H- "^°^ ^^® appropriate aspect and striking velocity and
enter it into Table I.
3. In order to use the information compiled in Table I
in POOl, a more complete description of the aircraft Ay with
changing aspect angle must be tabulated. This is normally
done in a 26 view, 8 striking velocity vulnerable area table
(VAT). Fig. 4 and Table II show how the aircraft is physically
divided into these 26 different views. You have tabulated in
Table I the total Ay for each of the striking velocities, but
only for the six major aspects. The vulnerable area of the
other views can be obtained by interpolating between these
six aspects. The following is a summary of the six views you
have done in Table I and their relationship to the 26 views






































The Ay's you have calculated will not be used in the POOl
analysis. Instead, predetermined VATS for each threat type
will be used in order to provide a standardized aircraft for
the attrition study.
































































































































































TABLE II VULNERABLE AREA TABLES
Card Number I J Aircraft View
1 1 1 0° Longitude 0° Latitude
2 1 2 0° Longitude
.
45° Latitude
3 2 2 45° Longitude , 45° Latitude
4 3 2 90° Longitude
,
45° Latitude
5 4 2 135° Longitude
,
45° Latitude
6 5 2 180° Longitude
,
45° Latitude
7 6 2 225° Longitude » 45° Latitude
8 7 2 270° Longitude , 45° Latitude
9 8 2 315° Longitude,» 45° Latitude
10 1 3 0° Longitude , 90° Latitude
11 2 3 45° Longitude , 90° Latitude
12 3 3 90° Longitude,» 90° Latitude
13 4 3 135° Longitude., 90° Latitude
14 5 3 180° Longitude,, 90° Latitude
15 6 3 225° Longitude,, 90° Latitude
16 7 3 270° Longitude, 90° Latitude
17 8 3 315° Longitude, 90'' Latitude
18 1 4 0° Longitude, 135° Latitude
19 2 4
• 45° Longitude, 135° Latitude
20 3 4 90° Longitude, 135° Latitude
21 4 4 135° Longitude, 135° Latitude .
22 5 4 180° Longitude, 135° Latitude
23 6 4 225° Longitude, 135° Latitude
24 7 4 270° Longitude, 135° Latitude
25 8 4 315° Longitude, 135° Latitude
26 1 5- 0° Longitude, 180° Latitude




A. This scenario is purely for instructional purposes and is
not based on any actual or planned combat attack situation.
The target site, order of battle, attack heading, and outbound
flight path parameter limits have been chosen only to provide
guidelines for the class problem. As much realism has been
introduced for the players as possible while retaining an
unclassified scenario.




Heavy military supply traffic has been reported in this area.
Your mission is to destroy this vital supply link.
C. The following order of battle has been gathered from
intelligence reports of the target area:
Interceptor Aircraft - three airfields within striking
distance
SAM - six sites within a 125 km radius.
AAA - two type 1 mode 1
two type 2 mode 1
one type 3 mode 4
one type 3 mode 3
one type 5 mode 3
(Note: Gun types and their relationship
to AAA will be discussed in class.)
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Ground Troops - regular infantry and civilian
militia are numerous in the
target area.
D. The SAM threat and the presence of enemy aircraft requires
that the inbound approach to the target be made from the west
at low level. A pop-up maneuver is required to visually
identify the target followed by a dive bombing run to weapon
delivery. Egress must be made to either the north or south,
depending on individual strategy.
E. The following is a list of scenario limitations to be
used in the development of your strategy:
1. Flight path milestones - specify at least one mile-
stone for approximately 500 meters of flight path.
2. Aircraft cruise speed - 210 to 250 meters per second.
3. Inbound altitude - 70 to 450 meters.
4. Pop-up maneuver
a. Commence maneuver - 4,000 to 6,000 meters from
the target.
b. Maneuver altitude - minimum 1,220 meters; maximum
2,130 meters.
5. Weapons delivery.
a. Alignment - the leg immediately prior to the bomb
release point must be 600 meters in length (straight) and must
have a heading within 5" of the heading to the target from the
bomb release point.
b. Bomb release range - 1,000 meters maximum.
c. Bomb release altitude - 310 to 910 meters.
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(Note: A typical 20° dive commenced from 1,000 meters
of altitude at 2,500 meters from the target will
release weapons at 400 meters of altitude about 700
meters from the target and will lose 160 meters in
the pull-out.)
6. Maneuvering - if any turn along the flight path is
greater than 28°, the maximum g loading of 6 will be exceeded.
7. Weapons placement.
a. Two type 1 mode 1, two type 2 mode 1, one type 3
mode 4, and one type 3 mode 3 weapons are available for defense
placement.
b. One type 5 mode 3 weapon is placed at x: 12,800
meters, y: 7,500 meters, and z: 20 meters. You do not specify
the location of this weapon.
c. Neither of the type 3 weapons may be placed within
3,000 meters of the center of the bridge.
8. Jammer power - if the jamming function is specified,
the jammer power you select must be no more than 1,000 watts.
F. Begin the flight path at an entry point of your choosing
along the western boundary and end it along the northern or
southern boundary. Note the terrain features, anticipate the
AAA placement for bridge defense and plan your flight path
accordingly.
G. Locate the AAA weapons given in the order of battle to




V. INPUT DATA PREPARATION
A preprocessor for POOl has been developed at NPS that
will punch all of the input cards for the execution of POOl,
with the exception of the green JOB card and the final orange
END OF FILE card. This preprocessor is called PIP (POOl Input
Program). The inputs to PIP are the x, y and z coordinates
of your flight path milestones and your opponent's six AAA
emplacement locations.
A. Milestone cards: The x, y and z coordinates of the air-
craft (in meters) for up to 199 flight path milestones must
be entered into PIP in 3F10.0 format, one milestone per card. '
(Milestone #1 will have an x coordinate of 0.0).
B. Milestone delimiter card: A card containing 99999., left
justified, must be placed after the final milestone card.
C. Option control card: A control card follows the milestone
delimiter card and specifies the aircraft cruise speed, the
number of the bomb release milestone (count the initial posi-
tion on the western border as milestone #1) , eight input/out-
put/scenario options and the jammer power. The data on the
control card must be specified in FIO. 0, 12 ,811 ,F10 . format
and contains the following parameters:
(columns 1-10): Aircraft cruise speed in meters per second













EW option - for no jamming, 1 for jamming.
ECCM anti-jam option - for no AJ, 1 for
radar AJ.
Radar multipath option - for no multipath
effects, 1 for radar degradation caused by
multipath effects.
Gun location option - specifies PIP preset
AAA locations, 1 requires user input of the
six AAA locations.
List option - for no listing of the POOl
input deck, 1 for listing of POOl input deck
Punch option - for no punched POOl input
deck, 1 for punched POOl input deck.
Plot option - for no scenario plot, 1 for
scenario plot.
Extended output option - for no extended
output, 1 for extended printout of POOl
analysis results.
(columns 21-30): Jammer power in watts (0 to 1,000 watts)
D. Gun emplacement location cards: If column 16 on the con-
trol card contains a 1, six gun location cards specifying the
X, y and z coordinates of each of the gun emplacements (format
3F10.0) specified in the order given in the order of battle
are required as input data.
E. Sample PIP input deck:
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// ( Green JOB Card, TIME=2 )
// EXEC NVTECGO,NAME=PIP,REGION=2Q0K
//STEPLIB DD DSN=F0559.PIP,UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=DISK02,DISP=SHR
//FT06F001 DD SYSOUT=A,DCB= (RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=3325)
//GO,FT07F001 DD SYSOUT=B
//GO.SYSIN DD*










(etc., until all six AAA locations are described)
/*
F. When the POOl input deck punched by PIP is received, put
the green JOB card used for PIP on top of the deck and an orange
/* (EOF) card on the bottom of the deck and read it through the
card reader. The output of this deck will be a combat surviv-
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PQQl INPUT GUIDE CHANGES
Revisions to POOl:
1. Delete card 7A and 7B.
2. Insert cards 13 and 14 as given on the following pages.
3. The following list is given as an aid to facilitate
the assignment of valid combinations of gun type, mode and
operating characteristics to the ECM and multipath options:
Gun Type Mode Radar ID
(IGT) (lEM) (IRECM) IRMP Option
1 1 - - -




3 2 - - -
3 3 - - -
3 3 1 - Jam
o 3 11 Jam, Multipath
3 4 - - -
3 4 1 - Jam
4 1 - - -
5 1 - - -
5 2 - - -
5 3 ...
5 3 2 - Jam
5 3 2 2 . Jam, Multipath
5 3 3 - Jam, Ant i- jam
5 3 3 2 Jam, Anti-jam, Multipath
5 3 4 - Jam
5 3 4 3 Jam, Multipath
5 4 - - -
5 4 2 - Jam
5 4 3 - Jam, Anti-jam
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